Campus Safety Alert

NEO-NAZI PROPAGANDA OFF CAMPUS!

Posters appearing on campus depicting
images of Greek statues and featuring slogans
such as “Serve your people” or“Let’s become
great again” are part of a campaign by Identity
Evropa, a neo-Nazi organization associated
with the alt-right movement. They use a
deceptive and obfuscated approach to push
white supremacist ideology. Coded language
and imagery attemps to normalize their violent
racist, misogynist, and homophobic ideas
in order to establish a foothold on college
campuses nationwide.
Identity Evropa is led by Nathan Damigo, a
current student at CSU Stanislaus. He was
convicted of a racially motivated robbery of an
Arab taxi driver with a pistol, and has served
a 5 year sentence for this attack. Since his
release, Damigo has devoted himself to white
supremacist activism, and Identity Evropa is
his latest project.
On October 15th, Identity Evropa staged a 25
minute anti-immigrant rally in San Francisco,
protesting the city’s sanctuary status. The
location was changed at the last minute to
avoid a confrontation with antiracists.
There are two known instances where their
members engaged in “outreach” on Northern
California UC campuses, pushing their white
supremacist views: at UC Berkeley on
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May 6th and then at UC Davis on September
26th. Identity Evropa members have
abandoned the neo–Nazi look; they don’t wear
white supremacist symbols or have shaven
heads. Instead they wear button down shirts,
slacks, and have clean-cut hair, attempting to
be indistinguishable and more approachable.
We are deeply concerned, as anti-racists, to see
the emboldened actions of white supremacists
on campuses. Their propaganda is fueling
the climate of racism in California and these
institutions. The community cannot depend on
the state or the university to meaningfully push
back against racism and protect us when it is
part of the problem. We need to band together,
alert one another when we see these posters,
or other racist/white supremacist propaganda
on our campuses and push back with antiracist and anti-fascist messages!
Take Action!
Those of us who wish to live in a world
not governed by violent racism must build
community and get organized in order to face
the increasing threat of white supremacists
attempting to create a space for their hate in
our communities. For a start, we call on the
campus community to remove and destroy the
posters and symbols of this group wherever
they encounter them!

Read More
Nathan Damigo Exposed: Identity Evropa
Leader Operating Out Of CSU Stanislaus
http://bit.ly/2dF31Rc
Identity Evropa Tries To Make Waves With
‘No Sanction’, Bellyflops Instead
http://bit.ly/2eiTPEH
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